Study of Schlieren Optical Visualization Basics Technique and the Principle
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Abstract
This paper presents a schlieren optical visualization technique and its application in observation of the changes of intensity in real images. Schlieren optical visualization technique system is the unique technique because it produces a neutral image easily-interpretable image of refractive-index-gradient fields. The schlieren technique remains to be one of the most powerful techniques to visualize the flow and useful as a tool in order to observe the flow characteristics, fuel-air mixing, spray evaporation and flame development. The schlieren system provides a method to viewing the flow through the transparent media. This paper present the basics technique of schlieren system especially for Z-type and two mirror schlieren system. This optical visualization photography together with digital video camera will capture the detail spray evaporation, mixture formation and flame process.

Introduction
The schlieren Photography technique is a visualization that used to capture the flow. This technique has been subjected of combustion research since 1800s. This method can capture spray evaporation, spray interference and mixture formation clearly with real images [1-3]. Schlieren photography is a visual technique, invented by the German physicist August Toepler in 1864; it is widely used to photograph the flow of fluids of varying density. The schlieren technique remain to be one of the most powerful technique to visualized the flow and it is relatively easy to implementation, high and variable sensitivity, low cost and its used conventional of light[4-5]. Schlieren technique also based on the light reflection and in this technique the light reflects by using concave mirror.

Figure 1: Influences of mixture formation on observation of combustion process [2]
Figure 1 present a schematic description of the development of schlieren technique including the data browser to observe visualization on different gradient image at variant substance properties[6-9]. The graph shows that the flow parametric study can be used to investigate the relation between mixture formation and substance properties that can give valuable information during an evaporation process. Further, the mechanism and behavior of flame pattern will be analyzed by newly developed image processing technique.

**Experimental result**

*The importance of the knife-edge*

This section is finding the exact distance to place the knife-edge from the lens. The knife-edge is the factor that makes the configuration a Schlieren system. The importance of knife-edge is to block and it will form the image [2,5]. The corresponding image point will be dark compared to an image point corresponding to undistributed ray. By the way the luminance of a spot image will decrease or increased depend on the knife-edge position [5]. Figure 2 show the schlieren image of different distance from the camera lens. When the carriage is not positioned exactly at the focal point of the mirror, put the image will be disastrous. From image observation move the knife-edge somewhat or backward the exact can be found and different image exposure will get in different knife-edge position. From the image also too closed knife-edge and lens will yield a better image compares than a too far knife-edge from the lens.

![Figure 2: Influence of the position of the knife-edge with respect to the camera lens (a) 5mm (b) 50mm (c) 100mm (d) 150mm](image)

*The effect of distance testing area placed in the picture*

A test area is one of the most important to find out because it can provide the best image when Schlieren image placed in exactly. In this result the Schlieren image is measured from mirror one to mirror two. As from the result in the Figure 3, at distance 20mm and 140mm the Schlieren image is sharp but it is seen two images because it to close with the mirror and it placed in the crossing light beam from one mirror to mirror two. From the image at the table below, at distance 40mm and 60mm is the sharpest image represent and this distance will use in this setup.

![Figure 3: Influence of the distance of testing area on the Schlieren image in parallel light](image)
Optical visualization setting
To get the best image camera setting is one the most important setting that will find out before run the experiment. Three basic camera setting will be discussed and it calls the exposure triangle. Exposure is the making of an image on a digital sensor by using light. In addition, three variables influences for making the exposure is Aperture, Shutter speed and ISO. Changing any one of this will affect the image exposure. So the exposure triangle is a relationship between aperture, shutter speed and ISO.

![Image](a) shutter = 100s  ![Image](b) Shutter = 500s  ![Image](c) shutter = 1000s

![Image](d) Shutter = 2000s  ![Image](e) Shutter = 3200s  ![Image](f) shutter = 4000s

Figure 3: Influence of the shutter speed on the Schlieren image in parallel light

The first part of exposure triangle that will be discussed is shutter speed. The Shutter Speed indicates the speed in which the curtain opens then closes, and each shutter speed value also represents a “stop” of light. The shutter speed is measured in fractions of a second. Choosing the exact shutter speed will make the best exposure of the image that will be interpreted. As can see from the Figure 3 the fast shutter speed represents the better exposure compare than the slower shutter speed. Low shutter speed represents too brightness image and it will be better when shutter speed is increased. In shutter speed 1/4000s is the best image represent and this shutter speed will use in this setup. However choosing the shutter speed must be parallel to ISO and aperture (Exposure triangle) it important to control for adjusting how much light comes into the camera.

From this experiment, the result for different value of aperture is shown in Figure 4. The smaller value of aperture represent for the better exposure compare to the bigger value of aperture in the dark image. As known bigger value of aperture will be providing more detail image but in this technique the object come directly to the camera sensor by the light beam. This will affect the object because the diameter of the light beam is bigger than the diameter of the lens opening (aperture) due to the object produce, when using the bigger value of aperture just half of image can be seen.
The third parts of exposure triangle are ISO rating determines the image sensor's sensitivity to light each value of rating show stop of light. A low ISO for Nikon D90 is LO.1 (100) is very insensitive and requires a lot of light. Actually its use on a sunny day and when want the best image quality. A high ISO is 3200 and it is more sensitive and requires less light. It can be used on an overcast day or for low-light, non-flash photography. Using high value of ISO will provide more grain also said more noise. But in this experiment with low noise image are required so ISO 100 will be used. Figure 5 shows the comparison image in different value of ISO value. From the image below increasing the ISO will make the image will overexposure and use the lowest ISO will be making the image underexposure.

**Conclusion**

This study is to setup Z-type two mirror Schlieren optical visualization technique for flame characteristics and spray penetration. The Schlieren technique is ideally suited for the visualization both of the spray and flame development. It is clear that schlieren optical visualization techniques are perfectly suitable for the study of the spray and flame development. This optical technique can be measure reflects the actual flow and it can be directly translated. The optical techniques used in this thesis allow a two dimensional, or integrated two dimensional measurements, which results in a clearly recognizable image and thus facilitates the interpretation of the results. Because every technique is based on the measurement of a different...
physical quantity, each technique highlights other aspects of the spray and flame development behavior.

In this research, an experimental study to setup of Schlieren optical visualization for flame and spray characteristics. Discussions were made on the influences of the variant setting of the camera, knife-edge shape and distance for spray and flame for blending biodiesel. The results are summarized as follows;

a) Knife-edge must place in the correct position to make a sharp and clear image.
b) The Schlieren object must be put in 40 mm or 60 mm from the first mirror to find the sharpest image and placed the Schlieren image to close with the first or second mirror will make the shadow image.
c) Camera setting also important to ascertain before the actual experiment are being given.
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